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TESOL Encyclopedia Earns Publishing Accolades

Alexandria, VA (7 February 2019) – TESOL Press is excited to announce that The TESOL Encyclopedia of English Language Teaching has been recognized with two prestigious publishing awards. Highlighting its recent achievements, The TESOL Encyclopedia was awarded the 2019 PROSE Award for best Multivolume Reference in the Humanities. Presented annually by the Association of American Publishers, the PROSE Awards recognize the best of professional and scholarly publishing in 58 categories.

Additionally, the Reference and User Services Association, a division of the American Library Association, awarded The TESOL Encyclopedia with an Honorable Mention for the 2019 Dartmouth Medal, recognizing the year’s most outstanding reference materials.

Co-published by Wiley and TESOL Press, The TESOL Encyclopedia of English Language Teaching explores the theoretical and practical aspects of English language instruction by providing an essential reference resource for educators, professionals, researchers, and students worldwide. To order a copy of The TESOL Encyclopedia, please visit the Wiley online bookstore.

About TESOL Press

TESOL Press, the publishing division of TESOL International Association, supports excellence in the field of English language teaching through a full range of publications. TESOL authors are leading experts in the field and include experienced researchers, classroom teachers, and students.

TESOL Press has a long history of providing quality publications, including a book catalog of more than 100 titles. These books, as well as TESOL’s high-impact, peer-reviewed journal, TESOL Quarterly, find their way to classrooms and libraries all over the globe. Other TESOL Press resources include TESOL Journal, a refereed, practitioner-oriented online-only journal for TESOL members, TESOL Connections, a monthly e-newsletter offering practical articles and resources for classroom teachers and English language educators, and the TESOL Blog, which provides readers with news, information, and updates on the latest research, effective classroom practices, and peer-to-peer advice on a variety of topics.
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